
The goal is to improve safety, availability and quality of 
transportation for older adults, people with disabilities, those 
with lower incomes and others with transportation needs. 

Mobility Ohio, a collaboration between 
Ohio’s state agencies that fund community 
and human service transportation (HST), 
proposes to pilot a Regional Transportation 
Resource Center (RTRC), a one-stop 
hub where clients and customers can 
conveniently schedule trips by phone or 
online for multiple trip purposes. 

In Ohio, HST is currently provided in a fragmented and inefficient manner. 
There are 14 state agencies that invest at least $500 million annually to 
transport their clients and customers to jobs, medical care and other 
destinations. These journeys make it possible to lead meaningful, productive 
lives. However, each agency has developed its own programs, policies and 
procedures for transportation without structured coordination with other 
agencies. At the same time, people often don’t have a way to get to jobs, the 
grocery, and other destinations.

Mobility Ohio is working to consolidate these policies and break down silos 
to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of community transportation.  
The desired outcome is to provide more trips to more people, more 
conveniently, for the same dollars already being spent today.
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The Maze of State Human Service Transportation
Our research to date has confirmed the complexity of HST programs administered in Ohio.1

3,600+ 
Entities provide  
HST in Ohio

Pilot Region

88 
Counties administer  
HST funds locally

14 
Ohio state agencies  
receive and administer 
federal HST $

12+ 
Federal agencies  
provide HST $ to Ohio  
via 130+ federal programs

1 Estimates are based on research conducted for Mobility Ohio by RLS & Associates, 2020-2021. Inconsistent data makes it 
impractical to track every dollar at this time. Ohio HST providers include public, non-profit and for-profit entities, including 
public transit systems, Head Start, mental health care agencies, adult day services programs, hospitals, substance abuse 
treatment providers and senior centers, among others.

Statewide Stats

The Mobility Ohio pilot is proposed  
in these counties: 

 Coshocton
 Guernsey
 Muskingum 
 Tuscarawas

A subset of Ohio Human Service 
Transportation Coordination (HSTC) 
Region 9, these four counties have 
their own maze of programs.
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Pilot Formation Process

 Seek input and communicate effectively 
with state and local agencies and other 
stakeholders and funders.

 Analyze various funding streams and policies 
to determine where inconsistencies can be 
minimized so more trips can be provided, 
more cost-effectively, with less paperwork.

 Develop, align and coordinate transportation 
provider standards across multiple state  
and local agencies to ensure consistent,  
high-quality and affordable service to  
clients and customers (e.g., driver and 
vehicle standards).

 Develop and implement scheduling 
technologies to allow clients and customers 
to schedule trips at one central location by 
phone or online.

 Use a combination of existing and new 
brokerage transportation service and software 
models to schedule, dispatch and broker trips 
within one software system. This will allow 
all HST trips to be tracked and reported, with 
costs shared among multiple funders, then 
invoiced to the appropriate funding agency.

 Develop a tool for transportation providers to 
determine their own rates using a consistent 
rate setting methodology based on fully 
allocated costs. 

 Establish a driver, vehicle and provider 
oversight database (e.g., drivers, vehicles, 
vehicle ADA accessibility). This tool will ease 
the process of tracking and ensuring driver and 
vehicle requirements are met. 

 Establish key performance indicators to report 
pilot progress and measure outcomes.

The Mobility Ohio Committee has identified these strategic steps to develop the pilot:

Ultimately, our mission is to deliver more convenient and more reliable 
service to clients and customers who have community transportation needs.

12+ 
Health and Human 
Service programs that 
fund transportation

40+

Unique transportation 
providers

Pilot Region Stats
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As the pilot region’s administrator for community transportation, the RTRC will establish contracts 
with qualified for-profit, non-profit and public transportation providers and ensure compliance 
with consistent, updated safety and quality standards that meet or exceed the requirements of the 
individual HST funder agencies and federal transportation regulations. 

The RTRC will also serve as the hub for mobility management activities throughout the  
four-county pilot area. The RTRC will focus on finding solutions to unique and unmet community 
transportation needs in the community through travel training, planning and education. The 
RTRC’s mobility management section will coordinate community outreach and ensure the ongoing 
implementation of goals and updates to the Region 9 Transportation Coordination Plan. Clients, 
customers and employers with unique transportation needs will have the opportunity to connect 
with a county mobility manager for assistance.

The RTRC’s Role & Responsibilities

The RTRC Scheduling Process

Receive a trip request from a HST agency or directly from a client or customer 
online or by phone1

Reconfirm eligibility; refer ineligible individuals to mobility managers (for 
referral to public transit or other options)2

Schedule the trip(s)

• Using dedicated assets (drivers and vehicles) or a trip brokering system 
for non-dedicated assets 

• Braiding funds when appropriate

• Sharing trips between multiple clients or customers when feasible 

3

Monitor/report on-time performance and client’s or customer’s 
duration onboard4

Administer automatic, follow-up client/customer satisfaction surveys to use as 
a pilot performance measure and report results on a regular basis 5
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Refer clients/customers to the RTRC to schedule their trips

HST State/Local Funding Agency Roles & Responsibilities

Direct federal and state funding to county governments1

Determine client/customer eligibility2

3

Pay one invoice per funding source each month4

Review trip data reports per funding source5

State and local affiliated human service agencies and other participating organizations will 
continue to provide these services in the pilot area:

Desired Outcomes
Clients/Customers

 Easier Access – While cost-effective 
delivery of service is always a desired 
goal, ultimately the focus of this effort is to 
provide clients and customers with safer, 
easier access. 

 More Freedom – Whether it is traveling to 
a job or visiting a friend or family member, 
mobility provides the freedom to live and 
enjoy one’s life.

 Convenient one-stop hub for all  
HST rides

 Improved quality assurance

 A well-communicated program that  
is easy for all to understand and use.

 A transparent and auditable process for 
funders and local entities responsible for 
transporting clients and customers.

 Reduced administrative and compliance 
oversight burdens.

 Consistent and enforceable safety  
and quality standards.

 The opportunity to braid funding  
and share trip costs among multiple 
funding sources.

State/Local Agencies
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 The ability to contract with a single  
entity to access a network of contract trip 
opportunities.

 Trip assignments from the RTRC which 
scheduling software will optimize for trip 
efficiency and ride sharing.

For-Profit, Non-Profit & Public Transportation Providers
 More streamlined client and customer 
interactions.

 More trip effectiveness through reduced 
deadhead time and miles.

 Reduced wait times and more shared trips. 

 Requirement to comply with only one set of 
safety and quality standards.

 Reduced administrative burden to contract, 
maintain records, track receipts and prepare 
billing for multiple funder agencies.

Affected Transportation Providers

Transportation providers this pilot  
DOES apply to:

Transportation providers this pilot  
DOES NOT apply to:

 For-hire HST providers

 Public transit agencies

 Non-profit agencies

 For-profit companies and employers

 Drivers hired or reimbursed through  
a client-issued voucher program

 Individuals who receive reimbursement or 
payment to transport a passenger for whom  
they are guardian or responsible

 Operators of emergency ambulance services

 Public transportation providers who  
operate fixed route vehicles only

 School bus operators



Next Steps
Much has been accomplished, yet there is much 
left to do before the pilot RTRC is established 
and service is launched. Our next steps are to:

 Craft and sign a Memorandum of 
Understanding. This will include  
working with affiliated local agencies  
in the pilot area as they participate in  
the Mobility Ohio program.

 Begin to engage county agencies and 
transportation providers to further identify 
their needs and respond to their questions.

 With the assistance of the county agencies 
and providers, conduct focus groups with 
clients, customers and the organizations 
that serve them so we can more fully 
understand and address their community 
transportation challenges and needs.

 Issue a request for proposals from 
transportation software vendors.

Stacy Collins 
Ohio Department of  
Developmental Disabilities

Ashley Davis 
Ohio Department of Aging

Chuck Dyer 
Ohio Department of Transportation

Rafiat Eshett  
Ohio Department of Medicaid

Dyane Gogan-Turner 
Ohio Department of Health

Stephanie Andrian 
Opportunities for Ohioans  
with Disabilities

Betsy Suver 
Ohio Department of Jobs  
and Family Services

Mobility Ohio Committee

If you have questions, please contact Chuck Dyer, Administrator, Ohio 

Department of Transportation Office of Transit, or any member of the Mobility 

Ohio Committee listed below.
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